
 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

 

Forex 

USDINR 62.9025 62.9825 62.7900 

EURINR 68.0350 68.0975 67.3675 

GBPINR 93.0525 93.1375 92.7425 

JPYINR 52.3575 52.5225 52.2675 
 

 

 

 

International 

Gold 1185.5 1190.6 1178.2

Silver 16.705 16.82 16.435

Copper 2.779 2.787 2.735

Crude 48.73 48.73 47.28

N Gas 2.640 2.686 2.622

B Crude 56.310 56.330 54.720
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Open High Low 

Metals & Energies 

Gold 26389 26517 26225 

Silver 37336 37671 37044 

Copper 384.1 385.05 378 

Nickel 812 812.9 774.2 

Lead 114.6 114.8 112.75 

Zinc 131.5 132 129.85 

Aluminium 112.6 113.45 111.8 

Crude 3025 3055 2977 

Natural Gas 166.6 169.3 165.3 
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 62.8325 62.4550 62.5850 62.7125 63.0250 63.2150

 67.5225 67.2000 67.3150 67.4075 67.7550 67.9450

 93.0150 92.5250 92.6875 92.8350 93.2025 93.3475

 52.4150 52.0175 52.1475 52.2850 52.5975 52.7775

1178.2 1183.2  USD Index 98.250 99.000

16.435 16.598  EURUSD 1.0832 1.0846

2.735 2.74  GBPUSD 1.4809 1.4873

47.28 47.6  USDCNY 6.2060 6.2065

2.622 2.640  USDCHF 0.9667 0.9757

54.720 55.110  USDINR 62.5040 62.6800

Close S3 S2 S1 R1 R2 

 26269 25714 25904 26097 26539 26795

 37169 36101 36501 36860 37544 38040

 378.45 370.6 372.9 375.6 381.2 384.1

 776 737.3 751.8 764.4 790.6 806.8

 113.9 107.7 109.9 111.9 116.9 119.2

 130.05 123.8 125.9 128.0 132.1 134.5

 111.9 104.8 107.2 109.6 114.3 116.7

 3025 2888 2936 2981 3085 3140

 167 149.1 155.0 160.9 173.6 181.4
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63.2150 63.4150 Sell 

67.9450 68.1950 Sell 

93.3475 93.5525 Sell 

52.7775 52.9875 Sell 

99.000 98.140 98.660 

1.0846 1.0712 1.0731 

1.4873 1.4752 1.4818 

6.2065 6.1941 6.1995 

0.9757 0.9653 0.9726 

62.6800 62.2660 62.2910 

R3 Direction 

26795 27040 Buy 

38040 38559 Buy 

384.1 387.4 Sell 

806.8 819.4 Sell 

119.2 121.7 Neutral 

134.5 136.5 Neutral 

116.7 119.3 Neutral 

3140 3192 Neutral 

181.4 188.9 Sell 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 26232   

Jun-15 26269 Spot to Active

Aug-15 26444 Spot to Next

Oct-15 26550 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 26455 26269 

Volume 7593 14376 

Open Interest 7581 7779 
 

Gold prices rose in Asia on Wednesday after HSBC final manufacturing estimate beat 

Overnight, gold futures edged lower on Tuesday amid a modest uptick in the U.S. dollar on the final day of trading in March, as the precious metal po

monthly loss. Global investors also awaited a potential deal regarding the destabilization of Iran's nuclear program. Iran an

closer to a preliminary accord on Tuesday afternoon in Lausann

complex issues would be deferred for a final agreement in three months. In a briefing with reporters on Tuesday afternoon, Wh

Wednesday and added that the White House is interested in continuing negotiations on Tuesday as "long as they are productive.

with its troika of creditors deemed necessary to stave off bankruptcy. Describing Greece's proposal of austerity measures as a "list of ideas," rather than "a concrete plan," off

from the European Union and the International Monetary Fund dismissed the Greek package of reforms measures that are require

a deal with its creditors has stoked fears that it could leave the European Union and eventually default on its sovereign deb

and advise traders to stay long in Mcx June contract gold futures with stops below 26100 targeting 26600 levels in a session or two. 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 36983   

May-15 37169 Spot to Active

Jul-15 37644 Spot to Next

Sep-15 38209 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 37466 37169 

Volume 18915 20632 

Open Interest 7119 6928 
 

 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 384.05   

Apr-15 378.45 Spot to Active

Jun-15 383.05 Spot to Next

AUG-15 388.85 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 384.85 378.45 

Volume 33107 40499 

Open Interest 11002 10093 
 

Copper futures for May delivery gained 0.57% to $2.754 in the early trade today after HSBC final manufacturing estimate beat forecast for Ma

and data sets from Japan and Australia. Overnight Copper declined the most in a week on con

metals. HSBC manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index due today forecast to show factory activity contracted for a second mon

to fall and news continues to be pretty negative, primarily out of China. Copper for delivery in three months fell 1.8 percen

manufacturing and services PMI is at 50.1 against the forecast of 49.7 expec

today. Investor’s sentiment improved with the data released and market reacted to the same in the early trade today. However 

slide after the initial gap up open in Mcx April futures contract and advise traders to stay short around 381 with stops abov
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Gold 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 37 

Spot to Next 212 

 318 

Change 

-186 

6783 

198 

Gold prices rose in Asia on Wednesday after HSBC final manufacturing estimate beat forecast for March in China and a series of key survey and data sets from Japan and Australia. 

edged lower on Tuesday amid a modest uptick in the U.S. dollar on the final day of trading in March, as the precious metal po

monthly loss. Global investors also awaited a potential deal regarding the destabilization of Iran's nuclear program. Iran and a group of six major world powers reportedly moved 

closer to a preliminary accord on Tuesday afternoon in Lausanne, Switzerland, but had yet to reach a deal ahead of a midnight deadline. There were indications that the most 

complex issues would be deferred for a final agreement in three months. In a briefing with reporters on Tuesday afternoon, White House said talks

Wednesday and added that the White House is interested in continuing negotiations on Tuesday as "long as they are productive. Elsewhere, Greece failed to reach an initial deal 

e off bankruptcy. Describing Greece's proposal of austerity measures as a "list of ideas," rather than "a concrete plan," off

from the European Union and the International Monetary Fund dismissed the Greek package of reforms measures that are required to unlock critical aid. Greece’s inability to reach 

a deal with its creditors has stoked fears that it could leave the European Union and eventually default on its sovereign debt. Looking ahead in today trade we expect prices to rise 

o stay long in Mcx June contract gold futures with stops below 26100 targeting 26600 levels in a session or two.  

Silver 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 186 

Spot to Next 661 

 1226 

Change 

-297 

1717 

-191 

Copper 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -5.6 

Spot to Next -1 

 4.8 

Change 

-6.4 

7392 

-909 

for May delivery gained 0.57% to $2.754 in the early trade today after HSBC final manufacturing estimate beat forecast for March in China and a series of key survey 

and data sets from Japan and Australia. Overnight Copper declined the most in a week on concern that demand is slowing in China, the world’s biggest consumer of industrial 

metals. HSBC manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index due today forecast to show factory activity contracted for a second month in China. Traders believe copper has got furthe

to fall and news continues to be pretty negative, primarily out of China. Copper for delivery in three months fell 1.8 percent t0 2.740 in yesterday’s trade. In China, the March 

manufacturing and services PMI is at 50.1 against the forecast of 49.7 expected from February's 49.9. Then the HSBC final PMI is at 49.6 with 49.3 expected data released earlier 

today. Investor’s sentiment improved with the data released and market reacted to the same in the early trade today. However looking ahead in today’s trad

slide after the initial gap up open in Mcx April futures contract and advise traders to stay short around 381 with stops above 386 targeting 370 levels in the coming sessions.
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forecast for March in China and a series of key survey and data sets from Japan and Australia. 

edged lower on Tuesday amid a modest uptick in the U.S. dollar on the final day of trading in March, as the precious metal posted its second consecutive 

d a group of six major world powers reportedly moved 

e, Switzerland, but had yet to reach a deal ahead of a midnight deadline. There were indications that the most 

ite House said talks with Iran could extend to 

Elsewhere, Greece failed to reach an initial deal 

e off bankruptcy. Describing Greece's proposal of austerity measures as a "list of ideas," rather than "a concrete plan," officials 

d to unlock critical aid. Greece’s inability to reach 

t. Looking ahead in today trade we expect prices to rise 
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cern that demand is slowing in China, the world’s biggest consumer of industrial 

th in China. Traders believe copper has got further 

t t0 2.740 in yesterday’s trade. In China, the March 

ted from February's 49.9. Then the HSBC final PMI is at 49.6 with 49.3 expected data released earlier 

looking ahead in today’s trade we expect prices to 

e 386 targeting 370 levels in the coming sessions. 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 113.15   

Apr-15 113.9 Spot to Active

May-15 114.35 Spot to Next

Jun-15 111.1 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 114.8 113.9 

Volume 1405 7342 

Open Interest 843 1259 
 

 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 129.9   

Apr-15 130.05 Spot to Active

May-15 131.05 Spot to Next

Jun-15 126.8 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 131.8 130.05 

Volume 1943 7264 

Open Interest 2376 3121 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 3049   

Apr-15 3025 Spot to Active

May-15 3155 Spot to Next

Jun-15 3263 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 3017 3025 

Volume 174634 181020 

Open Interest 18204 18096 
 

Crude oil prices gained in early Asia on Wednesday as U.S. industry data on oil inventories showed solid draw downs in refined products

possible deal between Western powers and Iran on its nuclear program.U.S. Crude oil stocks

Institute, while distillate supplies fell 18,000 barrels and gasoline inventories dipped 4.1 million barrels. The data is a g

from the U.S. Department of Energy later Wednesday. Overnight, crude oil futures plunged by more than 2% in afternoon trading

negotiations with Iran on its nuclear program could extend beyond 

afternoon, White House press secretary Josh Earnest said the United States is not opposed to continue talks with Iran as long

sides reportedly moved closer to reaching the framework of a preliminary political accord aimed at limiting Iran's capabiliti

economic sanctions against Iran over the last three years have limited the nation's oil exports to roughly a million barrels per day. The easing of sanctions could saturate gl

markets with a glut of Iranian oil, which could further depress crude prices. Looking ahead in today trade we expect Crude

trade volatile and advice traders to hold existing shorts with stops above 3125 targeting 2900 and advised not to take any fr
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Lead 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 0.75 

Spot to Next 1.2 

 -2.05 

Change 

-0.9 

5937 

416 

Zinc 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 0.15 

Spot to Next 1.15 

 -3.1 

Change 

-1.75 

5321 

745 

Crude 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -24 

Spot to Next 106 

 214 

Change 

8 

6386 

-108 

prices gained in early Asia on Wednesday as U.S. industry data on oil inventories showed solid draw downs in refined products and investors awaited further word on a 

possible deal between Western powers and Iran on its nuclear program.U.S. Crude oil stocks rose by 5.2 million barrels last week, according to data from the American Petroleum 

Institute, while distillate supplies fell 18,000 barrels and gasoline inventories dipped 4.1 million barrels. The data is a guide to more closely watched figures for the 

from the U.S. Department of Energy later Wednesday. Overnight, crude oil futures plunged by more than 2% in afternoon trading hours, as the White House sent indications that 

negotiations with Iran on its nuclear program could extend beyond a deadline previously set for late Tuesday evening. While briefing reporters on the negotiations on Tuesday 

afternoon, White House press secretary Josh Earnest said the United States is not opposed to continue talks with Iran as long as they are productive

sides reportedly moved closer to reaching the framework of a preliminary political accord aimed at limiting Iran's capabilities enough to keep a nuclear bomb out of reach. Severe 

e years have limited the nation's oil exports to roughly a million barrels per day. The easing of sanctions could saturate gl

markets with a glut of Iranian oil, which could further depress crude prices. Looking ahead in today trade we expect Crude oil prices to open flat tracking global cues and expected to 

trade volatile and advice traders to hold existing shorts with stops above 3125 targeting 2900 and advised not to take any fresh positions. 
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and investors awaited further word on a 

rose by 5.2 million barrels last week, according to data from the American Petroleum 

uide to more closely watched figures for the same period due 

hours, as the White House sent indications that 

a deadline previously set for late Tuesday evening. While briefing reporters on the negotiations on Tuesday 

as they are productive. The comments came as the 

es enough to keep a nuclear bomb out of reach. Severe 

e years have limited the nation's oil exports to roughly a million barrels per day. The easing of sanctions could saturate global oil 

oil prices to open flat tracking global cues and expected to 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

Date Time (IST) Zone Data

01-04-2015 6:30am CNY Manufacturing PMI

01-04-2015 6:30am CNY Non

01-04-2015 7:15am CNY HSBC Final Manufacturing PMI

01-04-2015 5:45pm USD ADP Non

01-04-2015 7:30pm USD ISM Manufacturing PMI

01-04-2015 8:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories
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Economic Calendar 

Data Forecast

Manufacturing PMI 49.7 

Non-Manufacturing PMI   

HSBC Final Manufacturing PMI 49.3 

ADP Non-Farm Employment Change 231K 

ISM Manufacturing PMI 52.5 

Crude Oil Inventories  4.2M 
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Forecast Previous 

49.9 

53.9 

49.2 

212K 

52.9 

8.2M 


